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Response to Comment Letter DD 

California Department of Fish and Game 

Edmund Pert 

December 29, 2011 

DD-1 It should be noted that the County does not extend public review periods beyond the 

deadlines stated on the Notice of Availability.  However, County staff agreed to 

accept late comments from the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), 

respond to them fully, and include them in the Final EIR. 

DD-2 The County agrees with this comment. 

DD-3 The County does not agree with this comment as stated.   Small wind turbines that do 

not meet the zoning verification criteria for a ministerial permit would not be 

permitted at all except in those specific instances where an Administrative Permit can 

be obtained as stated in provisions 6951.a.12 and 6951.c.  An Administrative Permit 

is a discretionary permit; however, not all discretionary permits are subject to CEQA 

or require avoidance/mitigation pursuant to CEQA.  Such applications may be 

statutorily or categorically exempt from CEQA.  The County agrees that any 

identified "take" of a state listed species would need permitting under the California 

Endangered Species Act (CESA), thus requiring avoidance or minimization through 

approvals with CDFG. 

DD-4 The County agrees with this comment. 

DD-5 The County agrees with this comment and would add that Sections 6861 and 6862 of 

the Zoning Ordinance are also proposed to be amended. 

DD-6 The County appreciates and acknowledges this comment.  Responses regarding the 

specific remaining CDFG concerns are provided below. 

DD-7 The County agrees with these statements of fact. 

DD-8 The County does not agree with this comment.  The DEIR provides a thorough 

evaluation of existing conditions and potential impacts to biological resources in 

Section 2.4. 

DD-9 The County wishes to provide all feasible minimization and avoidance measures in 

the provisions for small wind turbines and MET facilities.  The draft Wind Energy 

Ordinance that was circulated for public review included design criteria that prohibit 

guy wires or trellis style towers, require avoidance of ridgelines, require 

undergrounding of power lines, and require turbines to be certified by the California 
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Energy Commission (CEC).  In addition, the County has added the following 

recommended criteria to the draft small wind turbine provisions in Section 6951.a in 

response to public comment: 

 1.iv.a: No part of the wind turbine shall be closer than 300 feet or 5 times the turbine 

height, whichever is greater, from the following:  Power transmission towers and 

lines 

 1.iv.a: No part of the wind turbine shall be closer than 300 feet or 5 times the turbine 

height, whichever is greater, from the following: Blue line watercourse(s) as 

identified on the United States Geological Survey Topographic Map 

 1.iv.c No part of the wind turbine shall be closer than 300 feet or 5 times the turbine 

height, whichever is greater, from the following: Significant roost sites for sensitive 

bat species as mapped on the California Natural Diversity Database 

 1.v No part of a wind turbine shall be closer than 4,000 feet from a known golden 

eagle site. 

 2. Area of Disturbance. A small wind turbine shall not result in an area of ground 

disturbance (including grading, clearing, brushing, or grubbing) that is larger than  a 

25 foot radius around the base of a tower, and an  access path to the tower that is a 

maximum of four feet wide. The entire area of disturbance shall be clearly defined on 

the plans submitted for Zoning Verification Permit review. 

 12. Pre-Approved Mitigation Area. No more than one small turbine is allowed on a 

legal lot designated as Pre-Approved Mitigation Area within the Multiple Species 

Conservation Program Subarea Plan. An Administrative Permit may be approved for 

more than one turbine if all the requirements of subsection” a” of this section are met 

and the cumulative rated capacity does not exceed 50 kilowatts. 

 Additional avoidance and minimization standards recommended in this letter were 

found not to be feasible as noted in the responses below. 

DD-10 The County does not agree with this comment.  Large wind turbine setbacks from the 

property line will be primarily determined through the provisions for low frequency 

noise as proposed in the draft ordinance and noted in this comment.  Setbacks from 

property lines are not necessarily correlated with potential impacts to biological 

resources (i.e., biological resources are not bound by property lines).  Appropriate 

siting considerations, biological buffers, environmentally sensitive project design, and 

recommended mitigation will all be established during the discretionary review 

process for large wind turbine projects in accordance with the latest guidance from 
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the wildlife agencies (see also mitigation measures M-BIO-1 and M-BIO-2 in DEIR 

Section 2.4.6.1).  Pre-established property line setbacks developed for the purpose of 

reducing biological impacts would not be appropriate since any given distance would 

not necessarily be related to the resources on or near a particular project site.  In 

consultation with the wildlife agencies on various projects, agency staff has often 

requested that rigid property line setbacks not be applied since they make it more 

difficult to relocate planned facilities a maximum distance away from sensitive 

resources without encroaching into required property-line setbacks. 

DD-11 The County agrees with this comment. 

DD-12 This comment appears to be stating that the specifications for turbines with rated 

capacity of up to 50kW can have large rotor blade diameters; and larger blade 

diameters result in increased bird mortality based on the studies cited. 

 

County staff would like to clarify that the zoning verification process which would 

result in the ministerial permitting of small turbines applies to no more than 50kW on 

a given property.  Thus, the potential for three free-standing or five roof-mounted 

turbines on a legal lot cannot cumulatively exceed 50kW.  Given the height restriction 

of 80 feet applied to small turbines, it is extremely unlikely that a single small turbine 

would have a rotor blade diameter of 60 feet.  The foreseeable County of San Diego 

applicant who would utilize new zoning provisions to achieve as much as 50kW 

would do so using multiple small towers with small rotor blade diameters.   

 

In addition, the proposed ordinance will require that all small wind turbines be 

certified by the California Energy Commission (CEC).  Currently, there are only five 

models that are certified by the CEC, four of which meet the County's proposed 

zoning verification process.  The specifications of these certified models are provided 

in Attachment B to these responses to comments.  While one model, the Gaia turbine, 

has a wide rotor blade diameter, it is also more costly compared to the smaller 

models.   

 

While it is possible that a single poorly placed turbine could result in a significant 

number of bird and bat strikes, this statement is still speculative in nature.  The 

literature cited by the commenter is composed of studies of large wind farms.  

Kerlinger et al. 2008 is a study of impacts from 50-60 meter high MET towers with 

guy wires.  It concludes that no protected species were impacted but that numerous 

small to medium birds were affected.   Kuvlesky et al. 2007 analyzes wind farm 

development and the effects of associated infrastructure.  Smallwood and Thelander 

2004 analyzes the effects of the industrial scale turbines at the Altamont Pass Wind 

Resource Area.  This last reference does establish the correlation between larger 
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blade rotor diameters and increased bird mortality.  However, the study had to factor 

in many variables that pertain to large wind farms 

 There is no substantial evidence that a few small residential-scale turbines in an 

otherwise developed setting would result in a significant number of bird or bat strikes.  

Nonetheless, the County considers the potential for even a relatively small impact on 

special status species to be significant and disclosed that potential in the DEIR. 

DD-13 The County agrees with this comment, which is not inconsistent with the existing 

content of the DEIR. 

DD-14 The County has found additional feasible criteria that may reduce impacts from small 

wind turbines (see response to comment DD9 above).  However, potential impacts to 

biological resources from both small and large turbines would still be significant and 

unavoidable based on the County's Guidelines for Determining Significance.  

Measures that would reduce impacts to a level below significant would not meet the 

project objectives.  In fact, even the No Project Alternative would have significant 

and unavoidable impacts to biological resources.  Only a proposal that would 

disallow wind turbines or implement a regional conservation program for biological 

resources would reduce potential biological impacts from wind energy to a level 

below significant. 

DD-15 The County agrees that selective siting of small turbines would potentially reduce 

impacts to biological resources, though not necessarily to a level below significant.  

The selective siting of small turbines away from certain habitats, species, or particular 

habitat features would require discretionary review of small wind turbines, which 

would conflict with project objectives (see responses to comment I6, L8, and L12).  

However, the County can include certain location criteria that use objective 

measurements from fixed locations.  As such, the County has added the following 

restrictions to the draft ordinance in response to comments 

 1.iv.a: No part of the wind turbine shall be closer than 300 feet or 5 times the turbine 

height, which every is greater from the following:  Power transmission towers and 

lines 

 

1.iv.a: No part of the wind turbine shall be closer than 300 feet or 5 times the turbine 

height, which every is greater from the following: Blue line watercourse(s) as 

identified on the United States Geological Survey Topographic Map 

 1.iv.c No part of the wind turbine shall be closer than 300 feet or 5 times the turbine 

height, which every is greater from the following: Significant roost sites for sensitive 

bat species as mapped on the California Natural Diversity Database 
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 1.v No part of a wind turbine shall be closer than 4,000 feet from a known golden 

eagle site. 

  These changes may further reduce potential impacts to biological resources; though 

not to a level below significant since sensitive habitat and special status species can 

still be adversely affected by small wind turbines at any given location in the 

unincorporated county. 

DD-16 The draft noise limitations in the proposed ordinance are expected to establish 

setbacks for large wind turbines at more than the proposed minimum of 1.1 times the 

turbine height.  Appendix A to these responses provides examples of noise setbacks 

for certain types of large turbines.  Applicants for large wind turbines may be able to 

get some of the noise restrictions waived.  Therefore, setbacks may be reduced at 

certain property lines. 

 While the County agrees that turbine location is a significant factor in reducing 

impacts to biological resources, the County does not agree that the property line 

setbacks are a factor.  Property lines do not influence where significant biological 

resources occur.  All large wind turbine projects will be required to follow the latest 

guidelines for avoiding and minimizing impacts to sensitive species and habitats, 

which will be a major factor in siting turbines.  Site-specific analyses will be more 

relevant to addressing impacts than standard property line setbacks.  See also 

response to comment DD10 above. 

DD-17 This comment introduces the CDFG recommendations and does not raise a 

significant environmental issue for which a response is required. 

DD-18 This comment recommends conducting biological studies and establishing setbacks 

from biological resources, such as nesting areas, as part of the ministerial process for 

small turbines.  To address these issues while still maintaining a ministerial 

permitting process, the County has included various setbacks for small wind turbines 

that can be measured from fixed known locations.  These standards are described in 

responses to comments I6, I8, L2, L11, DD9, and DD15. 

 The comment further recommends placing biological thresholds within the proposed 

ordinance.  The County does not agree with this recommendation.  Bird and bat 

mortality cannot be monitored and altered under a ministerial permitting process.  A 

ministerial decision involves only the use of fixed standards or objective 

measurements. And once the ministerial permit is issued, there are no on-going or 

follow-up actions between the County and the developer. 
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DD-19 This comment recommends specific siting criteria for small turbines and/or inclusion 

of setbacks from certain natural resources.  By definition, these recommendations 

would result in discretionary review of small turbines (see responses to comments I6, 

I8, and L102).  However, the County has included various setbacks from fixed known 

locations as described in response to comment DD15.  Noise impacts from small 

wind turbines would not be significant (see response to comment L73). 

DD-20 This comment recommends conducting biological impact studies as part of the 

ministerial process for small turbines.  By definition, such measures would result in a 

discretionary review of small turbines.   See responses to comments I6, I7, I8, DD15, 

DD18, and DD9. 

 In addition, the County has reviewed the County of Marin Development Code for 

Wind Energy Conversion Systems, including Section 22.32.180(D), Site and Design 

Requirements, which establishes setbacks from biological resources.  Please refer to 

response to comment I9. 

DD-21 This comment is not fully understood as written.  However, as noted above in 

response to comment DD18, the use of thresholds for analysis and site-specific 

setback requirements would result in discretionary environmental review.  The 

County's project objectives for the Wind Energy Ordinance are to allow development 

of small wind turbines without a discretionary permit (objective 6) and to streamline 

and clarify the approval process for the development and operation of small wind 

turbines (objective 4). Therefore, site-specific biological analysis for small wind 

turbines would conflict with the stated project objectives. 

DD-22 For small wind turbines, only one model that is certified by the CEC has a vertical 

axis (see Appendix B to these responses to comments).  It is the least costly turbine 

but also the least productive.  Many applicants would not be able to accommodate 

vertical axis models or roof-mounted wind turbines.  A primary purpose of the project 

is to facilitate expanded use of wind turbines that provide measurable renewable 

energy.  To restrict usage to only a couple of options would conflict with the 

objectives of the project. 

DD-23 This recommendation is not logistically or legally feasible.  See responses to 

comments J20, L30, and L119. 

DD-24 As noted at the end of this comment, large wind turbine setbacks should be fully 

evaluated under CEQA.  Through the Major Use Permit process, large wind turbines 

will be evaluated for minimum setback requirements, noise provision setback 

requirements, and additional minimization techniques such as buffers.  To establish 

any kind of biological buffer or setback standards in the proposed ordinance would 
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create several problems.  First, pre-determined distances or formulas would be 

considered arbitrary and capricious at this time.  No such standards have yet been 

established through studies or regulations.  Second, based on staff's experience with 

ordinance requirements, these recommended standards would become the minimum 

and the maximum applied measures regardless of site-specific studies that may be 

conducted for large wind turbine projects.  And finally, there's no substantial 

evidence at this time that inclusion of additional setbacks in the ordinance would 

reduce potential impacts to special status species.  Therefore, measures such as 

biological setbacks or buffers should be determined through site-specific 

discretionary project review. 

DD-25 The County does not agree with this comment, as explained in more detail in 

responses to comments DD26 through DD32 below. 

DD-26 It appears the commenter is referring to the small wind turbines in this comment; 

however, the County will address the different sizes and permit types with regard to 

the Biological Mitigation Ordinance (BMO).   

 Under the proposed zoning verification process, small wind turbines may be 

permitted ministerially.  Ministerial permits are not subject to the BMO.  The 

language specifying that the BMO applies to discretionary permits is provided several 

times in the beginning of the ordinance (County of San Diego Code of Regulatory 

Ordinances Sections 86.501 - 86.502).  Moreover, ministerial permits are exempt 

from CEQA.  As such, they can also be found exempt from the BMO pursuant to the 

first BMO Exemption in Section 86.503(a).  The Implementing Agreement for the 

MSCP acknowledges this in Section 17.1.A(2) and provides third party take 

authorizations for such permits. 

 The County has also added a provision that only one small wind turbine can be 

permitted ministerially within the MSCP pre-approved mitigation area (PAMA).  If 

more than one small wind turbine is proposed in the PAMA, then they can be 

permitted with a discretionary Administrative Permit.  These permits will be reviewed 

for BMO compliance. The public facility exemption (Exemption #8) would not apply.   

 

Large wind turbine projects would not likely occur within the MSCP.  Figure 1-4 

within the DEIR shows the project area for large turbines based on wind resource 

potential.  The only overlap between wind resource areas and the MSCP Plan 

boundaries occurs in Otay where the wind resource potential is marginal and the land 

is designated as MSCP Preserve Land.  Therefore, it is not foreseeable that a large 

wind turbine Major Use Permit application would be processed in the MSCP. 
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DD-27 The County agrees with this comment and will require avian and bat protection plans 

or the latest equivalent as recommended by the wildlife agencies for large wind 

turbine projects. 

DD-28 The County agrees with this comment and can issue a certificate of inclusion (COI) 

for small ministerial wind turbines that are permitted within the MSCP boundaries but 

not within a Major or Minor Amendment Area or Preserve Area.  County staff will 

include this in the zoning verification process for small wind turbines.  It should be 

noted that this is a not a mitigation measure or an issue requiring revisions to the 

DEIR. 

DD-29 The County agrees with this comment which outlines regulatory requirements for 

"take" of State protected species.  This comment applies to any permits that are issued 

by the County. 

DD-30 To address issues with MSCP PAMA, the County has added the following provision 

in Section 6951.a of the draft ordinance (see also response to comment I11): 

 

12. Pre-Approved Mitigation Area. No more than one small turbine is allowed on a 

legal lot designated as Pre-Approved Mitigation Area within the Multiple Species 

Conservation Program Subarea Plan. An Administrative Permit may be approved for 

more than one turbine if all the requirements of subsection” a” of this section are met 

and the cumulative rated capacity does not exceed 50 kilowatts. 

 The County does not agree that sites adjacent to PAMA need to have special 

consideration.  Currently, no ministerial permits issued by the County are reviewed 

for their proximity to PAMA.   

 Major Use Permits for large wind turbines are not expected to be proposed within the 

County's MSCP (see response to comment DD26).  The County agrees that a COI can 

be issued for ministerial facilities (see response to comment DD28). 

DD-31 The County agrees with this comment.  Permits for development, including 

ministerial permits, are not issued for properties or portions of properties designated 

as Preserve or otherwise conserved as open space.  In order for a development permit 

to be processed on such lands, other discretionary actions (e.g., open space vacation, 

rezone, MSCP Amendment) must be processed first or concurrently with 

environmental review. 

DD-32 The County does not agree with this comment.  For the project as a whole, it is too 

speculative to estimate what kinds of sensitive habitat impacts may occur and where.   

Sensitive habitat impacts within the MSCP can and will be tracked through the COI 
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process using Habitrak; and these totals will be included in the MSCP annual report.  

However, these should not be separated or treated differently than other ministerial 

permits issued by the County.  Small wind turbines are accessories to existing 

development with negligible development footprint.  Project level and cumulative 

impacts, while potentially significant, would not be out of proportion with the impacts 

estimated for the County's Subarea Plan.  It should also be noted that the County is in 

rough step with anticipated MSCP losses and gains. 

DD-33 The County appreciates this comment and will continue to coordinate with the 

CDFG. 
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